
 

JERRY LACKOVITCH’S 10TH YEAR WITH S&D 
February marked the 10th year that Quality Control Manager, Jerry 
Lackovitch has been with Shapiro & Duncan. Jerry has held numerous 
positions with S&D, including Plumber, Foreman and currently, Quality 
Control Manager. As a QCM, Jerry performs inspections and witness tests; is 
responsible for installation of all phases of plumbing and mechanical piping; 
and coordinates the delivery of supplies. His projects with the company thus 
far include the Waterview Hotel Project, Towers Crescent, Walter Reed 
Warriors Transition Unit and INOVA Women’s and Children’s Hospital.  Jerry 
has numerous awards under his belt particularly for his work at INOVA 
Women’s and Children Hospital. They include excellence in teamwork, quality 
control and safety.  Jerry is described by his peers as a good man, a family 
man and someone who is serious about his craft. With his success in the 
industry and with Shapiro & Duncan, we wanted to take the time to recognize 
his dedication and longevity with the company. 

Why Shapiro & Duncan? 

“The people, company culture, the safe environment, financial stability and education assistance are all 
perks, but if there was just one I could pick it would be the people. I have become really good friends with  
a few of them.”  

Jerry remembers a time while working at the Waterview Hotel Project, (which was a large project with 
plenty of seasoned employees), “We would play light-hearted pranks on a select few. Each day someone 
was getting someone else back for the previous prank. It really kept the mood light and made the day 
enjoyable.” 

He believes his experiences as Quality Control Manager and as a Foreman helped him gain the insight 
needed to truly understand other trades and see the entire scope of a job from start to finish. While working 
for S&D, Jerry said that he developed many soft skills including patience and leadership. His 
communication skills have been put to the test due to the sheer amount of coordination that every project 
requires.  

To what do you attribute your success? 

“My role model is my father. He has influenced me and taught me the most important things that I live by; 
respect, right from wrong, family and live life to be happy.” 

Jerry says that his career here at S&D so far has been very diverse and challenging. He feels that his 
success comes from relationships that he has with his co-workers and the support of the company to help 
him along the way.  

“My advice to anyone, young or old, who wants to pursue a career in the skilled trades is to stay dedicated 
to your craft. You can make a living and live a fulfilling life. The sky is the limit in this industry and you hold 
your own keys to success.” 
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